The challenges for cancer chemoprevention.
The incidence of cancer is rising in parallel with an ageing populous thus increasing the strain on both treatment options and budgets for healthcare providers worldwide. New cancer therapies are being developed but at what cost? The new treatments are expensive and poor survival rates still exist for some cancers. What is needed now is to prevent or at least limit the disease occurring in the first place. This review evaluates the current situation and the progress in upcoming strategies as well as suggesting some areas for further research within the increasingly important field of cancer chemoprevention. The key principles of cancer chemoprevention are discussed and areas for improvement highlighted. Despite significant progress, chemoprevention has not been widely adopted. Cancer chemoprevention has many challenges to face but this only emphasises the size of the task. These hurdles include a lack of awareness of the benefits, a lack of interest and a lack of investment in taking prevention forward. Despite the huge potential importance of cancer prevention and clinical success stories such as the well-publicised HPV vaccine, the challenges remain significant. With cancer and its treatment being a global issue, the opportunities offered by chemoprevention must be re-evaluated and uptake of chemoprevention actively encouraged. If chemoprevention is to be adopted successfully, a holistic approach is required. This approach will involve multidisciplinary teams of healthcare providers and scientists with the big challenge particularly for medicinal chemists being to design and synthesise the ideal chemopreventative agent.